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Zoom MS-60B+

Introducing the new MS-60B+ MultiStomp for Bass - Bass players know when

they’ve dialed into that perfect low end tone. The MS-60B+ gets you there with its

renowned amp models, tone-defining preamps, and a huge number of effects. Boost

and shape your sound with 8 of the world’s most popular preamps plus 3 Zoom

originals to help you drive the groove in any genre. Channel Jaco’s sound with the
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Acoustic 370 amp model, or stand out like Flea with the warm punchy tone of an

Ampeq SVT. The MS-60B+ faithfully reproduces 11 classic amps and cabinets using

Zoom’s Multi-layer IR technology.

Transform your sound with 75 effects that span from octaves, filters, modulations,

synths, drives and more. Mix and match up to 6 effects, amp models, and preamps

to build the perfect bass rig. Or, explore the history of bass with 85 presets based

on famous songs from the 60’s to today. The MS-60B+ allows you to output split

signals. This allows you to output sound with Amps/IR’s to a PA, while

simultaneously outputting sound without Amps/IR’s to your amplifier.

The MS-60B+ is designed with new analog circuits that provide more fidelity for

improved sound quality. The flat phase response provides sharp attacks and clean

low end, giving the pedal more refined tonal characteristics. With USB MIDI, you can

connect the MS-60B+ to other MIDI gear to remotely trigger patch changes. The

LCD backlight changes color to make it easier to distinguish each category of

effects while scrolling.

Fine-tuning and adjusting amp models and effects can be done with the four

encoder knobs. The Cross Key switches allow you to easily switch between effects

and patches with a tap of your foot. The onboard chromatic tuner uses the color

backlight to give visual feedback to help you tune quickly and accurately. It

supports all standard bass guitar tunings, including drop tunings. With a growing

library of patches and effects, bass players can continue to expand their sound with

the Handy Guitar Lab for MS-60B+ app for iOS.

www.sound-service.eu

www.zoomcorp.com
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